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VISUAL DISORDERS IN ANCIENT INDIAN SCIENCE
(INTERPRETATIVE STUDY)

C. SRINIVAS *

ABSTRACT

Sushruta classified and mentioned visual disorders in his classical text

of 'Sushruta Samhita' under 76 eye diseases and also classified structural

and treatment wise. Many authorities of the subject have praised Sushruta

in their works and regarded him as a pioneer of ophthalmology. The saying

'nayanam pradhanam' shows that. without it there is no correspondence with

external world. Sushruta showed a spe c ia] interest in 'Dr us htiq a t a Rogas'

and described thirteen such diseases.

The visual ,';sorde's described in ancient Indian medical science by

Sushruta are enligh:cd and presented in this paper analytically, diaqr a mat ic allv

with the help of modern ophthalmology.

Introduction
Vision is the most complex problem

even today though the ophthalmology
advanced enormously. Inspite of its
advancements it could not understand
clearly the formation. oroce ss of
vision and its disorders But 3000
years back the anc ie nt Indian medical
scientists, like Su-ruta classified and
mentioned visual disorders in his
classical text of "Su-iruta Sarnhita '
under 76 eve diseases and also

classified structur al and treatment
wise (Su.Ut. 1-13 chapters). It may
be the probable that Duke Elder,
Kirby and Bradley praised Susruta
in their books and regarded him as a
pioneer of ouhthalrnoloqv,

The visual disorders like myopia,
hvpermetropia. astiqrnatisrn and
defective vis ion in cataract and
maculapathy are recent inceptions of
ophthalmology. .Johnnes Kepler
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(1571-1630) and Isaac Newton
(1642-1727) brought out the details
of refractions and dioptric systems.
These visual disorders briefly men-
tioned in Indian medicine though the
names and treatment may not be
similar, but the signs and symptoms
are the same and the treatment part
is a quite new dimension which
requires scientific and experimental
study. The signs and symptoms can
be critically analysed with co-relation
of modern ophthalmology (Srinivas -
1979). In this paper it is tried to
co-relate the ancient ophthalmology
of Susruta.

The saying 'Navanam Pradhan ara'
means importance of the eyes, shows
that without it there is no correspon-
dence with external world. It expre-
sses in other terms that the blind man
is useless to himself and to the
society as well. Su-ruta showed a
special interest in 'Dr- t iqata Rogas'
(Dr~t-Vision, Roga-Disease) and
described 13 such diseases in the
'Su iruta Saruhita':

Anatomical and Phvs io loqic al
Concepts of Dr-] & Pe t a la

A brief description of definition,
anatomy and physiology is given in
SU.Ut. 7th chap 3 & 4. The descri-
ption, like the word Masura (round
pulse) indicatniq the shape and size
can be considered as pupil and lens
and further deseri ption like sita
satrnvam (~itil - cold, satrnvarn >-

af f initvj is an indicative of its nature,
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as it is seen in modern Ophthalmo-
logy that excessive heat like radiation,
solar exposure, wel.ding causes cata-
ract and macular disorders. Chavayarn
Vispharati (Chava-shadow, Vispharati-
dilatation). It indicates that the
pupillary react ion with light is also a
physiological and important diagnostic
approach in Ophthalmology.

Concept of the pat ala (layer) is
controversial (Srinivas-1979). Apte
considers that pat ala is a film or
coating of the layer. Gardiner also
mentioned the layers while describing
the lens, They are 6 in number, two
in vartma (lids) and 4 in eye proper.
When the four pal alas are vitiated
then 'DI'~tigata Rogas' (visual
disorders) like Timira( Tirnir-darkness-
hazy/misty look) a dreadful visual
diseases occur (Su.Ut. 1st chap. 17)

Pathology and its clinical features
in DLtigata Roga
(Visual Diso- ders)

When the Dosas are vitiated, the
term is used and the important
physiological humours which are
disturbed by any reason and invade'
the pat ala then below mentioned
visual defects oecur which are descri-
bed here analyticalty and pictorially.

Signs and symptoms of the
Prathama (first) Pai a la (layer)

When the Prathama (first) pal ala
(Iaver ) is affected it produces
"Avyaktani Sa Rupani" (Avya-
kta ni-rio t clear; Sa roopani-Objects )
(Su Ut. 7th chap, 6) means the
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objects appear hazy or misty (Iiq.no. 1).
This kind of visual defects are seen
in lenticular haze or in myopia.

Signs and symptoms of the
Dwitiya (second) Patala (layer)
(Su. Ut. 7th chap.10)

When the second pai ala is affected
visual disturbances are more confu-
sing (Fig No. 2).

The patient visualises false images
of flies, gnats, hairs, webs, circles,
flags, mirage and ear rings. All the
images are moving and rainy appea-
rance. The distant object apr ears to
be nearer and the near appears to be
far away. Unable to put the thread
in the needle. (Fig No.2)

All the above findings seen in
hyperopia, sstiqrnatism and aphakia.
Dabezies mentioned that most
annoying complications in vision like
magnification. Aberration and near
vision problems are common in
aphakia. Troutman and Willard
mentioned the visual disturbances in
aphakic patients.

Signs and symptoms of th» Trttva
(third) Patala (layer) (Su.Ut.7th
chap. 1-14)

When the third pa t a la is affected
Crdhvalil 'Pasvati' (Grdhvaril ~., top,
Pasvati -: able to see) means able to
see the top but not the basal objects
(Fig No.3).

Able to see the big objects
without nose and ears (Fig No.3)
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and also Seen the symptoms accor-
ding to the dosa vitiation mentioned
below:-

a) If the dosa is in the lower part,
the patient is unable to see the near
objects.

b) If the dosa is in the upper part,
the patient cannot visualise the
distant objects.

c) If the dosa affects sides, corres-
ponding visual disturbs (Scotopic)
(Fig. No 4, 4a, 4b).

d) If dosa is alround, object appears
to be overlapping.

e) If dosa is in centre, the patient
sees double (Fig. No.5).

f) If do ,a affects in two places, the
object appears more polyopia
(Fig. I'Jo. 5).

These findings seen in develop-
mental lenticular opacity and neuclear
cataract etc.

Signs and symptoms of the
Ce tur th a (fourth) Pal ala (layer)
(Su.Ut. 7th chap 15-17)

When the fourth parala affects
'Lin qanasa' (Linqa -zz: objects or shape;
Niba ....failed or dead) means fiber
of complete vision and patient can
recognise luminous objects like Moon,
Sun, Fire and Stars (Fig No.6).

In other words l.inqanasa called
Kaca (Kaca =pearl). H ere it can be
interpreted that the cataract exter-
nally looks like a pearl in centre of
the eye Even in Arabic literature
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also it was called as 'Pearl of the
Eye' (Duke Elder).

Comments:
The visual disorders described

under drstiqata rogas in Susruta
Samhita are brief and the treatment
mentioned in it also needs experimen
tal and clinical work (Srinivas-1981,
1982), studied some errors clinically
and found some encouraging results.
It is rather essential to have sound
modern knowledge of the subject to
understand the Su-rut a's visual
disorders.

The above mentioned interpreta-
tions and imaginary drawn pictures
based on the Susruta's concepts have
been given here. All the signs and
symptoms mentioned under dr,\ igata
rogas are seen in visual disorder s
mainly in lenticular opacities durina.J

its developmental stages like hazy
look, rainy look, confusion, diplopia
and polyopia near and distant visual
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defect. Complete visual loss and
perception of light are main symptoms
of mature cataract.

The findings like hazvness,
floating bodies are the manifestation
of Myopia, Confusion, Rainy look are
seen in hypermetropia and astigma-
tism.

The dr~tig sta rogas are enlighted
with the help of modern ophthalmo-
logy. It also requires more analytical
study to illuminate the hidden science.
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Fig. No. 1- Showing the symptoms of first Patala afflictions.

Fig. No. 2- Showing the symptoms of second Pat ale affliction ~
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fig. No. 3.- Showing the symptoms of the third Patala aftlictioJ1l's.

fig. No. 4- Normal appearance of the building.
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Fig. No.4 a - Corresponding visual disturbance and looks central part.

Fig. No.4 b - Showing the sides affected in third Patala.
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Fig. No.5-Symptoms of third Pat ala of Diplopia and Polyopia.

fig. No. 6- Showing the conditions of appreciation of perception of
light in fourth Patala.
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